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Commencement

SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
CLASS OF 2021
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY

Commencement 2021

SATURDAY, THE TWENTY-SECOND OF MAY
TWO THOUSAND AND TWENTY-ONE

SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL
HALF PAST ONE IN THE AFTERNOON

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES
SEVEN O’CLOCK IN THE EVENING

FENWAY PARK
4 JERSEY STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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PHOTOGRAPHY INFORMATION

A professional photographer will be taking pictures as graduates cross the stage. For more information and to order photos, contact GRADIMAGES at 1-800-261-2576, or giservice@gradimages.net.
Prelude
Boston Brass Ensemble
Dave Burdett, Conductor

Processional
(Please rise)

Academic Procession
Jeanette G. Clough, MHA ’96, HDBA ’11
Trustee Marshal

Elena Bonetti, BSBA ’21
Favour Emem, BSBA ’21
Joseph Feeney, BSBA ’21

Call to Commencement Exercises & Welcome
Amy Z. Zeng
Dean, Sawyer Business School

National Anthem
Caleb D. MacDonald, BSBA ’21

President’s Remarks
Marisa J. Kelly
President

Presentation of Candidate for Honorary Degree
Richard Gregg
Director and Instructor, Healthcare Administration Programs

Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Commercial Science

Commencement Address
Dr. Karen DeSalvo, BA ’88, HDHL ’10
Chief Health Officer, Google

Class Greetings
Jennifer Barthelemy, MPA ’21
Alessandra Eduarda Kambundo, BSBA ’21

Conferring of Graduate Degrees

Conferring of Undergraduate Degrees

Alma Mater
The Ramifications

Closing Remarks
Amy Z. Zeng

Recessional
Dr. Karen DeSalvo, BA ’88, HDHL ’10, is a nationally recognized health policy leader working at the intersection of medicine, public health and information technology to improve the health of people and their communities.

In December 2019, DeSalvo was appointed Google’s first chief health officer, and she has devoted her first year to the COVID-19 pandemic, providing quality information to consumers and partnering with public health authorities to help end the pandemic.

Previously, as New Orleans Health Commissioner, she helped lead the effort to reengineer health care in Louisiana following Hurricane Katrina. She later served as acting assistant secretary for health at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services during the Obama administration, and as the national coordinator for Health Information Technology.

DeSalvo received a BA in biology and political science from Suffolk University. She earned both MD and MPH degrees from Tulane School of Medicine, where she later served as a professor and vice dean. She also holds a degree in clinical epidemiology from Harvard. In 2010, Suffolk awarded her an honorary doctorate of humane letters.
Candidates for
GRADUATE DEGREES
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN ACCOUNTING

Jessica Heapes
Ross W. Kannenberg
Melissa McHugh

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS FUNDAMENTALS

Syed Tahmas Ghani
Jason Lewis
Francesco Saia

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN LEADING TEAMS AND PROJECTS

Jamie Murnane

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN MANAGERIAL SKILLS

Tanezsha Bostic-Woodley

MASTER OF MANAGEMENT STUDIES

Mohamed Benouanas
Yuhong Chen
Elizabeth Dognazzi
Daniel Eloge Jean Dossou Aworet
Emir Karaoglu
Mikako Nishizawa
Yuemei Sun

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Ariana Aubuchon

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MARKETING

Warfa Abdillahi
Shanelle Andre Schepp
Ruhan Ansari
Thomas Barry
Jonathan Joseph Berakah
Zeel M. Bhatt
Mikayla Elisia Bonseñor
Timothy Brigham
Jacob Capraro
Danielle Cicolini
Anh Phan Nam Do
Fatma Duran
Amy Gagnon
Jessica Gallagher
Joseph Federico Gaudino
Larissa Gavio Binder
Samantha Hope Gordon
Ekaterina Gorodetskaia
Sefa Kilic
Kyra Larkin
Peter Masch
Meaghan McArdle
Nicole Ivelisse Nater Navarro
Kevin Ngo
Panang Pengprecha
Alejandro Perez
Siripat Piypanyawongse
Victoria Schnauder
Ke-Jung Su
John Sullivan
Pragati Vilas Surana
Mason Jon Sweet
Yafeng Tian
Hsien Yang
Hongyuan Zhang

Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Fawaz Ahmed  Matt McGrew
Waqar Ahsan  Jessica Morse
Oluwaseun Akapo  Mithil Nayee
Edward Anthony  Christopher James Nease
Jianxin Bai  Kevin Ngo
Oxana Maria Brenes Angulo  Jessica Nichols
Matthew Bucher  Tatiana Nikitenko
Aleksandr Burkovskii  Brian Nute
Karla V. Cáceres Simó  John Tolulope Olubambi
Bridgette K. Carrier  Harsh Patel
Gaetano Cerundolo  Abraham Peña
Hsin-Wei Chang  Ana Maria Perez
Arushi Ajit Singh Chauhan  Siddhartha Pusapally
Yu-An Chen  Emily Pytka
Andrew T. Cicale  Shonta Reynolds
Peiran Cong  Shruti Rudrawar
Viktoriya Derkach  Krittaphak Sangprasert
Emma Murray DiBona  Jesse Scheimreif
Devin Doneen  Deval Samir Shah
Fatma Duran  Jingbo Shen
Milena Gigliotti Teran  Anthony Sidnawy
Taylor Gull  Kara Margaret Smith
Bing Rong He  Rehwandi Stroomer
Liuzhihong He  Daniel Sullivan
Deukyoung Jeong  Kelly Jean Sullivan
Kosaro Kamara  Zhijie Sun
Sefa Kilic  Vinisha Thakkar
Simran Kingrani  Yuran Tian
Arielle Landaeta  Manning Wang
Yaeueun Lee  Shih-Ying Wang
Yi-Fang Lee  Antwan Webb
Chuan-Pin Lin  Jael Baynitha Wembalonde
Yueming Lin  Amy Williams
Nicolás Lopez  Hsien Yang
Zhou Luo  Christopher Yarde
Ziou Ma  Kerry Biying Ye
Mark Makonese  Xinmiao Yin
Rachel Ann Marshall  Hyungjin Yun
Luis Martinez Luna
MASTER OF HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION

Amoy I. Anderson
Korbin Bullard
Simran Kaur Chauhan
Mohammad Aiman Cheikhali
Sarah Conklin
Analisa Cruz Bianchi
Disha Pravinchandra Dhanani
Athiyaman Nedumnanji Eniyathenral
Jennifer French
Halak Gandhi
Simone Gautam
Victoria Kinsman
Liane Rae Libranda
Jose A. Nieves Rodriguez
Laura Ochoa
Udita Sureshbhai Patel
Daniela J. Paul Pierre
Katie Lynn Puiia
Jennifer M. Raichle
Brooke Rixon
Erwin Rommel
Rahi Shah
Jessica Rose Spindell
Jhalak M. Talati
Kausha Thaker
Payal Thakkar
Srija Vattikonda
Nicole Zaso

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING

Alec Philip Brophy
Kathleen Lee Carpenter
Kaela Ann Censki
Enzo Ciccia
Jordan Cohen
Adriana Cruz
Shannon Eady O’Brien Curtiss
Kristjana Dano
Ilenia Di Chiara
Mohamed Diagne
Hao Do
Logan Donovan
Jason Dussault
Bertine Fils-Aime
Ashley Fontaine
Lisa Frasca
Miraal Ghulman
Jens Hantson
Christine Hraiz
Deukyoung Jeong
Chuyi Jiang
Michon Alisha Joseph
Belwin Koduah
Essi Elsa Emmanuella Kwasi
Lawrence Li
Li Li
Xinming Li
Yunhong Luo
Dustin MacConnell
Alison Melcher
Alexander Levon Merian
Thomas Mydlack
Tiffany Stewart
Peter Pagliarini
Kayla Paroyian
Spencer Parsons
Shrutika Rudrawar
Steven Sak
Brian Scheid
Anjila Shrestha
Stephen Slyne
Mariana Theophiles
Kevin Tshibuabua
Pohyee Vong
Changxi Wei
Rosalen Nasser Wilson
Sarah L. Wilt
James Woodmaska
Gregory Fai Yee
Anisa Zepaj
Hongjuan Zhang

Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TAXATION

Nicole Bates
Anmol Bhargo
Ashutosh Bhargo
Samuel Bravo
Alec Philip Brophy
Kaela Ann Censi
Virginia Corkery
Nicholas James DeMeo
Jason Dussault
Jekaterina Galushkin
Sandra Y. Gaviria
Alexis Hackett
Samantha Haroian
Christine Hraiz
Mehmed Huseinbasic
Lawrence Li
Feifei Liu
Marissa McHugh
Peter Pagliarini
Maria Gabriela Perez
Matthew Sambuceti
Paula Suarez
Dominick Trimarchi
Michael Yee
Anisa Zepaj
Hongjuan Zhang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE

Michael Ediale Aihe, Jr.
Abdullah Saeed Alqahtani
Michael Barrow
Badis Boussetta
Hsin-Wei Chang
Haowen Chen
Lu-Yang Chen
Jonathan Crawley
Viktoriya Derkach
Mohammed Ayman Fatani
Fiona Fernandes
Sira Gasparini
Stephany Gonzalez
Huy Hoang
Yu-Ching Hsieh
Sarah Ihnat
Shubham Anil Jadhav
Poorvi Juneja
Mohamed Walid Kabbaj
Vidhi Sundeen Kanakia
Darshit Jigneshbhai Kapadia
Harrison Kaplan
Ching Lin Lai
Nhan Thanh Le
Xinming Li
Wenlun Lin
Paula Lopera
Zhou Luo
Darshan Rajesh Maniar
Sergey Medvedev
Meyyammai Muthu Ganesan
Pravallika Nasapu
Huy Quang Ngo
Luan Ngo
Tommy Ngo
Tien Phan
Ekkapoom Prayoonwong
Assel Sadvakassova
Shao-Chien Shen
Nikhet Chandra Shekar Shetty
Andrew Kevin Sirait
Louis Spaziani
Rony Succar
Yash Tiwari
Nicola Vesia
Nikhil Shankar Vijay Jhingade
Kawintorn Visuthikosol
Koonlanida Waeoraweewong
Parunda Weeramaytangkool
Changxi Wei
Shuoxun Wei
Dongbao Yuan
### Master of Public Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regine Albin</td>
<td>Samantha Linnehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerald Anderson</td>
<td>Jonathan Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suada Bano</td>
<td>Marybeth Paruti McCabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Barthelemy</td>
<td>Kayla McRoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Bensadoun</td>
<td>Jonathan McTague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Blythe</td>
<td>Jacquelin Mondesir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanya Bruno</td>
<td>Linda Forman Naval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Burke</td>
<td>Angela Ortiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Calabrese</td>
<td>Stephen Poulos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Campanella</td>
<td>Jeanne Regis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Coolidge</td>
<td>Stacey Leah Reiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynn Dadzie-Yeboah</td>
<td>Laura Reiman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Demosthenes</td>
<td>Anthony Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Daniel Donahue</td>
<td>Morgan Ann Riley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Gardner</td>
<td>Jessica Rojas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Thomas Hardiman</td>
<td>Fariana M. Rosario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Hetherton</td>
<td>Alberto Sagastume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Hill-Fresh</td>
<td>Tyreese Nicole Nicolas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simone Johnson</td>
<td>Suzanne Trainor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Lang-Kennedy</td>
<td>Alexandra Esther Valdez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolanle Marilyn Lareau</td>
<td>Allison van der Velden</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master of Business Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dorcas Abiola</td>
<td>Anthony Nicholas Capobianco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fawaz Ahmed</td>
<td>Jacob Capraro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Ediale Aihe, Jr.</td>
<td>Bridgette K. Carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael E. Aitchison</td>
<td>Yi-Chieh Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oluwaseun Akapo</td>
<td>Ying-An Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhammed Al Tajel</td>
<td>Adam Chick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah Salim Alqurashi</td>
<td>Andrew T. Cicale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nada Alsolyem</td>
<td>Dylan Cole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Arakelian</td>
<td>Niamh Ashley Concepcion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanislava Asenova</td>
<td>Laura Lee Crabbe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingsong Bai</td>
<td>Brian Curran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Barrow</td>
<td>Kody Tarver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Bleiler</td>
<td>Angelica De Lucia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikayla Elisia Bonseñor</td>
<td>James Deignan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxana Maria Brenes Angulo</td>
<td>Elizabeth Delano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Brodeur</td>
<td>Robert Della Croce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael McGovern Buccino</td>
<td>Niru Dhawan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zacharie Burnham</td>
<td>Mynor H. Diaz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karla V. Cáceres Simó</td>
<td>Ashley DiFraia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kexin Cao</td>
<td>Amy Michelle DiGangi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.*
Anh Phan Nam Do
Meghan Doyle
Ashley Dubuc
Paul Duffy
Christina Easton
Jacob Elder
Barbra Beau Falk
Evangeline Feliz
Belkis Frias
Larissa Gavio Binder
Erin M. Gianni
Milena Gigliotti Teran
Kristin Gordon
Stevie Jo Gregoricka
Jatuphat Gridaratikorn
Samar Masood Y. Hafiz
Cassie A. McCleskey
Dario Hernandez
Nathan Holmes
Tayla Hough
James Huang
Greg Idaris
Ryan E. Jones
Kevin Thibaut Kago
Fuxi Kang
Shahzeb Kazi
Sarah Kelley
Steve Ketchanga
Araya Kiatmongkolkul
Matthew R.J. Knych
Devin Koss
Cassie Rose Kraus
Hanna Kumi
Jessica Lacy
Arielle Landaeta
Barbara Laurent
Julianne Taylor Longman
Paula Lopera
John Luongo
Dustin MacConnell
Mateusz Majdry
Randa Mandorh
Rachel Ann Marshall
Leila Marvel
Peter Masch
Eleanor Helene Mason
Rachel Elizabeth Mayer
Kristiana Mbrice
Kassandra McCarthy
Richard Meiklejohn
Alison Melcher
Abby Artemia Mendez
Zihan Meng
Alexander Levon Merian
Elissa Mogauro
Andrew Moker
Molly Morariot Williams
Autumn Morrice
Bevilton David Morris
Meaghan McArdle
Nicole Ivelisse Nater Navarro
Tommy Ngo
Ayako Nishizuka
Alan Nunez
Diana Odei
John Tolulope Olubambi
Jillian Palmer
Michael Papagni
Dhruv D. Patel
Riddhi Piyush Patel
Rushi Patel
Vishal Patel
Christina Pellegrino
Christelle Paul
Waripat Piyananyawongse
Jackson D. Place
Samuel Hawkins Pratt-Otto
Ekkachai Puchupakdee
Carlos Eduardo Ramirez Pichuante
Sasha Enis Ramos
Kristiana Rampersad
Soukaina Rhouddou
Gregory Riley
Julia Robillard
Amanda Robinson
Samantha Salvatore
Cathryn Elizabeth Sansoucie
Kassio Arnaldo Santos
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Diana Santos Ortiz  
Alejandro Sardi Blum  
Allison Sheahan  
LeeAnn Sherman-Dembinsky  
Sayo Shingu  
Anna Siefring  
Marissa Simon  
Aimee Lynn Smith  
Kelly Jean Sullivan  
David Szewczul  
Katarzyna Szulc  
Apinya Taweesub  
Ibeth Tejada  
Yuran Tian  
Yana Andreeva  
Jeannette Alexandra Torres

Jessica Turowsky  
Emmaline Twitchell  
Jessica Van Vechten  
Aubrey Waz-Grant  
Antwan Webb  
Jael Baynitha Wembalonge  
Ya-Ju Wen  
Marlon Wesh  
Matthew Anthony West  
Haley Wilson  
Huishan Wu  
Adnan Yankori  
Nicholas Ye  
Lucia Zamuria  
Ivan Zuraev

EXECUTIVE MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Anthony Chibuzo Acholonu  
Karen Alexandria Charles  
Emily Jean Hampson  
Rochelle Hart  
Matthew Jensen

Sayani Karmakar  
Arsenio Lobo  
Angela Wairimu Mwangi  
Maria Isela Solorzano  
Donna Hang Minh Thi Vo

Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.
Candidates for
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
Kendra Abbott
* Karim Abddy
Maria Acosta
Olivia Anna Gabriella Acra
Daniel Aguilar
Michelle Agustine
** Joel Agyepong
*** Kayla Nichelle Ahrens
Shivam Ahuja
* Aleyna Akengin
Sidor Akisik
Abdulhamid Al-Derhaili
Abdul
Ibrahim Mowaffaq Al-Hashimi
Omar Alamoudi
** Attila Albayrak
Margarita Alekseyenko
Erfaneh Alemi
Faisal Alfadl
* Majed Alghurair
* Mohammad Alghurair
Abdullah M. Alrashed Alhomaid
Alexander Ali Hassan
Mohammed Aljassas
Sh. Hamad Khalid Abdulla Alkhalifa
Hamad Khalid Hamad Alkhalifa
Robert Allcock
Cameron J. Allen
* Nathanael Allen
Mannaa Almajdi
Talal Almohsen
Faysal Alshaye
Jordyn Taylor Amoroso
* Christopher John Anderson
** Rahina Andre
* Cristina Andronic
** Nicole Antonucci
Zachary Aresty
* Josue Efrain Argueta
Sevin Artik
* Andrew Ashworth
Svetlana Augusto
* Alexandra Axiotakis
*** Isabell Ayer
Adam Azanow

** Bineta Ba
Mathias Baboun
Mamadou Adama Bah
David Bailey
William Bannon
Yousef Barakat
* Miguel Alves Barbosa
* Alexis Barboza
Andrés Eduardo Barrientos Marin
Nick Bartlett
Tina Bartolomeo
Mark Barton
*** Garo Bazarbachian
Vladislav Belobrov
Max Bengston
Joshua Benson
** Kaileen Mae Bernasconi
* Damaris Berrio
Jeffrey Berrio
Leonardo Bertelli
Rachael Bisaillon
Sofia Bizyayeva
* Patrick Blaikie
* Amy Blois
*** Elena Bonetti
Matthew Lawrence Bouffard
* Adams Bourre
Ryan Boyle
* Nicholas Brady
Bridget Bressette
Deborah S. Briggs
* Maxim Brinza
Matthew Francis Brothers
* Parker Browne
Fooaz Bugshan
Tanya Giang Bui
Amanda Burnett
Madison Burton
Kamaria Bynoe
* Alexa Bys
* Joshua Caballero
* Jenna Claire Caccamise
* Brendan Campbell
Mark Caponette
Emily Carey

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

** Otavio Carneiro
  Maria Cristina Carnevali
  Maria Fernanda Castaneda
  Daniel Castro Carrion
  Hersa Caushi
  Cassie Cavender
  Christopher Pasqualino Cellucci
** Brianna Rachel Chalas
  * Li Hsin Chang
** Brooke Chapman
** Jiaen Chen
  Sha Chen
** Zhongpei Chen
  * Tamara Cheriha
  Jiahao Chi
  Kianna Rose Chiovitti
  Joseph A. Cicoria
  Frank Wesley Clark
  Hailey Cockroft
  Kevin J. Conduris
  * Alexander Coninck
  * Cailin Conlon
  Giorgio Corbo
  Mario Cotto
  Ryan Cournan
  Brian Robert Crowley
  Nichole Margaret Crowley
  * Mindy Cruz
*** Sebastian Cuadros Marin
  Cindia Lowinny de Oliveira Cunha
  * Jonathan P. Cunha
  Michael D’Angelo
  * Imane da Silveira
** Tyler Dahm
  Dominic Dallaire
  * Nam Phuong Dang
  Timmy Dao
  Jarrett Davis
  Thomaz De Lamare
  * Kamila de Paula
  * Reilly Decker
  Michael Salvatore DeFelice
  Kerby Delino
  Elie Omar Diagne
  Isabella Rose Dibattista

Arthur Dilan
Kenneth Dini
Yusuf Ali Diwani
Phuong Do
** Thu Ngoc Anh Doan
  Jack Dorfman-Getzel
  Riyad Douane
** Bridget Downey
  Pu Du
  Mary Lucy Dunleavy
  Valentin Egozaryan
  Mathias Eguiguren
** Laura Eivazi
  Tareq El-Sharif
  Favour Emem
  Jessica Enes
  * Yusuf Engineer
  Daniel Escobar
*** Joseph Feeney
  * Gabriela Hernandez
  * Adam Fierimonte
  Allyson Foley
  Michael Fournier
  * Matan Yaakov Fox
  Jason Francis
** Carolina Frias
  * Evan Lawrence Friedman
  Brian Gadbois
  Doxa Maeva Gakosso
  Weihan Gao
  Deysi Garcia
  Carlos Garcia-Lujan
  * Matthew Garcia-Orjuela
  * Jeyson Garcia
** Natalia Gieza
  * Laura Gilberti
  Richard Gilbride
  Ryan Goellner
  * Harrison Goldman
  Jonathan Goldwyn
  * Mayra Beatriz Gonzalez
  * Maria Fernanda Gonzalez Lobeira
  Andrea Victoria Gonzalez
  Carlos Gonzalez-Moreno
** Hunter Graves
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Brianna Gray  
* Bryce Jacob  
  Alex Jacovides  
  Kayla Jaffe  
** Ticiana Jaku  
  Michael Vincent James, Jr.  
  Saif Javed  
*** Ashley Jee  
  Dailin Ji  
** Wen Di Jiang  
  Modrick Joesoef  
  Matthew Johannes  
  Kaitlin M. Johnson  
** Derrik Jones  
  Alex Kachadurian  
*** Gisela Marie Kaffaty Massu  
  Alessandra Eduarda Kambundo  
* Yanting Kang  
  Tommy Katio  
* Gurpal Kaur  
  Khaled Kawar  
  Natalya Kazokus-Dacosta  
  Shant Kechechian  
  John Kelly  
  Alyna Khan  
  Amanda Ling Khun  
  Stevenson Kinyua  
** Nathaniel Henry Dahlborg Kogut  
  Simal Konak  
*** Eric Charles Kostandin  
* Emma Kaitlin Kristal  
  Deji Kroi  
* Pei Kuang  
  Xingping Kuang  
  Denis Kuzminov  
* Geqi Lai  
  Vy Lai  
** Wenting Lai  
  Andrew Lam  
  Ila Lama  
  Kathy Le  
** Ngoc Le  
  Thao Le  
* Larissa A. Lee  
** Michael Lee  
* Peter Lekaj  

* Tess Griever  
  * David Grujic  
  Yuxuan Gu  
  Ryan Stephane Guerrier  
  William John Guilien  
** Eugene Gumen  
* Zichen Guo  
  Max Gustavson  
*** Charles Guthrie Jr.  
  Serafim Gutin  
  Minh Ha  
* Alexandra Georgina Haddow  
  Cem Hadimli  
  Kristine Hagopian  
  Nathan Hale  
* Amanda Quinn Hare  
  Jackson Harris  
  Paige Hart  
  Margaret Melanie Hartigan  
  Sean Harvey  
  William Herdes  
** Karlina Alejandra Hernandez Correa  
  Tzuna Xactani Herrera Lopez  
** Briana Hilton  
  * Leopoldo Andrés Hirsch Hoet  
  * Arielle Hitch  
  ** Chloe N. Hoang  
*** Victor Holmes  
** Meisang Hong  
  * Shannon Hoover  
  Tereze Howell  
  Sierra Howes  
  Jingjing Hu  
  Yiran Hu  
  Yisheng Hu  
* Jacob Hurley  
  Emmanuel Hurtado  
  Samara A. Hutt  
  Tan Huynh  
* Ilknur Ibas  
  Sandy Ip  
  Shayan Iqbal  
  * Junayed Islam  
  Daichi Iwamori  

*** Summa Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude
*** Andrew Lenox
Hengyu Li
Zixuan Li
* Shilan Liang
Lino Libertella
* Haowei Lin
* Taylor Linebaugh
Mario Lombardi
Alejandro Lopez
*** Virginia Lopez Alvarez
Stephanie Lopez-Giron
* Christopher Loring
Carlin Lu
** Xueming Luo
*** Vi Ha Luong
Shen Ma
Zaki Maawad
*** Caleb MacDonald
* Daniel Maciorowski
Gabrielle Magnifico
* Yingming Mai
Ahilya Malhoutra
Thomas Manganiello
Jessica Rosemary Mantia
* Jeanette Marasi
Sophia Angelina Marinelli
* Leonard Martin
*** Hanna María Masch Herman
Nicholas Mason
** Miranda Matthews
Melina Mavroidis
Emily Maynard
Jocelyn Mbayu
Kelly Margaret McConologue
Tyler McFarland
* Edward McGadden
* Eva Maria Medzorian
Declan James Mee
*** William Tucker Mee
** Ian Grey Melkonian
Panagiotis Meltsakos
Juan Jose Mena
Fanbo Meng
*** Souleng Meng
** Noelle Mercurio
* Emily Grace Micciantuono
* Olivia Miceli
Ayan Miller
Yanicia Miller
Lynnou Modestin
* Sara Molina
Noah Morse
Joseph Mortillaro
*** Ksenia Moskalenko
* Camden Richard Moya
Patricia Mudogo Feza
Sandharaa Munasinghe
* Despina Muratoglu
** Daniel Murphy
** Withny R. Mycout
Marcelo Najm
* Elisa Nakhoul
James Vincent Napoli
Byron Xavier Narvaez
** Dieynaba Awa Ndiaye
Richard Neira
* Tenzin Loten Nepali
Aiden Raymond Neveu
Christine Mumbi Ngigi
Bach Nguyen
* Truong An Nguyen
Baotien T. Nguyen
Han Thi Bao Nguyen
* Hieu Trung Nguyen
Khang Nguyen
* Linh Chi Nguyen
* Minh Nguyen
Nhat Anh Hoang Nguyen
*** Sydney Nguyen
Toan Ke Nguyen
*** Trang Ha Nguyen
* Trung Nguyen
Uyen T. D. Nguyen
** Vi Ha Nguyen
Rodrigo Noriega
Caitlyn Normandin
Marc Noujaim
** Emely Nuñez
Caitlin O’Brien
* Jacob Timothy O’Brien

... Bachelor of Science in Business Administration ...
Anthony O’Connell
Ryan O’Connell
Denis J. O’Connor
Jack O’Connor
Gavin O’Neill
Meagan Maria O’Reilly
Tiwa Odumakinde
Hiroto Oguri
Alibek Okayev
* Christopher Sven Harry Olsson
  Ihinosen Omonzane
  Geanni Jose Ordenez Chavez
* Maria Veronica Ortega Lacruz
Christian Ortel
*** Daniela Ortiz Molina
* Kaine Ortiz Quesada
  Patrick Osgood
** Kenza Ouadi
  Maryana Aime Pabon Carvallo
  Jillian Palmieri
  Kalpit Parekh
  Juan Osbaldo Pastrana Martinez
* Kajal Patel
  Prit Patel
  Puja Naresh Patel
* Shiv Shailesh Patel
  Sulbha K. Patel
  Nathaniel Pellicone
  Matthew Peloquin
* Sidney Peloquin
  Jose Gabriel Perez
  Bryce Peritz
  Salvatore Perrotto
  Dung Pham
* Emily “Jack” Pham
  Hoa Pham
* Andrew Pham-Do
  Philip Pierre Louis
* Christian Pietri
  Eric Pietri
  Jacqueline M. Polanco-Ramirez
  William Powers
  Samuel Puiia
  Nicholas Puleio
*** Da V. Quan

* Angela Venecia Quiterio
* Zibad Rahman, CRTT
  Navya Rajoria
  Kenny Rama
** Jorge Ramírez Terán
  Christian Redden
  Saad Rehman
  Christian Restrepo
  Stephen Rich
  David Richard
* Deondra Ricketts
  Angelique Rigas
  Brian Rivas
  Cameron Roach
** Gray Robinson
  Jeancarlo Rodriguez
*** Julia Rombult
  Tonnatee Roongroj
*** Christian Rosado
  * Victoria Roux
    Miller Rubin
    Valentina Carlovna Ruderman
    Adam Marc Rudolph
    Joseph Rufo
    Nuttachat Rungkasiri
    Paul Saab
    Píra Saikamala
* Caroline Samaras
  Nikolas Anthony SanAntonio
  Will Tropeano Sanborn
  Maria Sandoval
  Haja Sankoh
* Taheena Sanon
  Lourenco Martins Santos Carneiro
** Alexandra Carroll Sargo
  Rei Sato
** Lisa Supanich Sawatong
* Andrew Sciaudone
  Michael Servais
** Hiba Shamis
** Jenna Sharpe
  Ziyi She
* Sadiq Shiek
*** Andy Shito
  Jake Shore

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
* Rafaela de Araújo Lima Silva
  * Zico Simao
  * Alissa Skavish
  * John Smart
  * Keegan Smith
  * Julia Smith-Johnson
  * Yi-cheng Song
  * Garen Harout Soukiasian
  * Maya Srivastava
  * John Stafford
  * Wyatt Strate
  * Alexandra Stresser
  * Charles Robert John Swann
  * Hannah Sweet
  * Anxhelo Taho
  * Amanda Takach
  * Haijie Tan
  ** Ivy Tang
  * John Taschioglou
  * Dejolie Tchoumi
  * Quyet Minh Nguyen Thai
  * Christopher Ross Thompson
  * Brendan Patrick Thorpe
  *** Dung Minh Tieu
  *** Maria Alexandra Tiffany
  * John H. Torrens
  * Ruben Torres
  ** Naima Toumi
  ** Calvin Tran
  * Tran Duc Trung
  * Hieu Tran
  * Khai Phuc Tran
  * Thao Tran
  * Trang Thu Tran
  * Tuan Tran
  * Owen Tredennick
  * Anna Truong
  ** Chia-Ying Tsai
  * Markus Tse
  *** Michael Tseitlin
  *** Samantha Tso
  * Fumi Uesugi
  * Agustin Uribe
  * Halle Usseglio
  Francisco Valdivieso-Lemus
  * Emily Valicenti
  * Daria Veis
  * Simon Velez-Angel
  * Daniel Vera
  * Rodrigo Vera Stredel
  * Waranchit Vichitanan
  * Kyra Maria Viete Machado
  * Henry Vincent
  * Joseph Vingi
  ** Aleksander Vinkels
  * Douglas von Rosen
  * Elinor Wallach
  * Timothy Walsh
  * Zach Walsh
  * Dongyu Wang
  * Haonuo Wang
  * Mindy Wang
  *** Sydney Rebecca Watson
  * Ralph M. Wesh
  * Christine West
  *** Thomas Wheeler
  *** Trevor Fitzgerald Witham
  * Jorge Wohlgemuth
  ** Elizabeth Michelle Wong
  * Mayble Wong
  * Jared Wood
  * Ruijie Wu
  ** Bangyi Xu
  ** Jiahao Xu
  ** Lixia Xu
  * Shuchang Yan
  * Yijing Yan
  * Rongbiao Yang
  * YiChen Yang
  * Zhuolin Yang
  *** Xin Yi Yap
  * Akbota Yerseit
  * Brian Yiu
  * Doroteya Yoshovska
  * MuYing Yu
  * Jonathan Yuan
  * Mariana Zarraga
  * Dahi Zayed
  * Shuying Zeng
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

* Tracy Zeng
* Ximeng Zhang
* LiTing Zheng
  Zexiang Zheng
*** Shiyi Zhou
  Zhijian Zhou

Yufei Zhang
Shunhe Zhuang
* Elizabeth Zorzi
  Bradley Zreik
* Santiago Zuluaga Bustamante
SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL HONORS SCHOLARS

Joel Agyepong
Kayla Ahrens
Nicole Antonucci
Garo Bazarbachian
Elena Bonetti
Brooke Chalas
Brooke Chapman
Cailin Conlon
Sebastian Cuadros Marin
Tyler Dahm
Bridget Downey
Laura Eivazi
Daniel Escobar
Joseph Feeney
Tess Griever
Leopoldo Hirsch
Shannon Hoover
Ashley Jee
Wen Di Jiang
Gisela Kaffaty
Michael Lee
Hanna Masch Herman
Miranda Matthews
Eva Medzorian
Tucker Mee
Souleng Meng

Noelle Mercurio
Withny Mycout
Minh Nguyen
Sydney Nguyen
Daniela Ortiz Molina
Kaine Ortiz Quesada
Jack Pham
Jorge Ramirez
Deondra Ricketts
Julia Rombult
Christian Rosado
Hiba Shamin
Keegan Smith
Ivy Tang
John Taschioglou
Trang Tran
Calvin Tran
Thao Tran
Tuan Tran
Joanne Tsai
Samantha Tso
Kyra Maria Viete Machado
Henry Vincent
Elizabeth Wong
Xin Yi Yap
Tracy Zeng

GRIFFIN FELLOWS

Rahina Andre
Bineta Ba
Kaileen Bernasconi
Marcel Bourre
Hersa Caushi
Tamara Cherha
Joseph Cicoria
Brianna Gray
Amanda Hare
Karolina Hernandez
Briana Hilton

Arielle Hitch
Eric Kostandin
Caleb MacDonald
Dieynaba Ndiaye
Baotien Nguyen
Chi Nguyen
Kenza Ouadi
Juan Pastrana Martinez
Andrew Pham-Do
Angela Quiterio
John Stafford
HONOR SOCIETIES

PI ALPHA ALPHA

Sandy Matava, Faculty Advisor

Suffolk University is a charter member of the National Honor Society for Public Affairs and Administration. Students must have a minimum cumulative GPA in the top 20 percent of eligible students.

Jennifer Barthelemy
Melanie Burke
Jessica Calabrese
Simone A.C. Johnson
Marybeth Paruti McCabe

Kayla Kristine McRoy
Linda Naval
Laura Reiman
Morgan Ann Riley
Allison H. van der Velden

BETA GAMMA SIGMA

Ming Cheng and Omer Gokalp, Faculty Advisors

Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma, the National Honor Society for accredited business programs of AACSB International, is the highest national scholarship honor that a student in a school of business or management can achieve. To be eligible for membership, students must rank in the top 10 percent of their junior or senior class or the top 20 percent of their master’s class.

BACHELOR’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Joel Agyepong
Kayla Ahrens
Rahina Andre
Bineta Ba
Kaileen Bernasconi
Sebastian Cuadros Marin
Joseph Feeney
Johannes Glade
Charles Guthrie
Sara Kobayashi
Michael Lee
Xueming Luo
Bach Nguyen

Baotien Nguyen
Juan Pastrana Martinez
Julia Rombult
Christian Rosado
Charles Swann
Haijie Tan
Greta Thurston
Rebecca Truong
Olivia VeRost
Jared Wood
Xin Yi Yap
Rachel Zhou

MASTER’S DEGREE CANDIDATES

Dylan Cole
Viktoriya Derkach
Sira Gasparini
Ekaterina Gorodetskaia
Poorvi Juneja
Cassie Kraus
Kassandra McCarthy
Sergey Medvedev

Richard Meiklejohn
Alexander Merian
Maria Perez
Jannat Shahan
Violetta Walker
Antwan Webb
Hyungjin Yun
Ivan Zuraev
COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

Prelude
Boston Brass Ensemble
Dave Burdett, Conductor

Processional
(Please rise)

Academic Procession
John Fernandez
Trustee Marshal

Alexandria Rivard, BS ’21
Student Marshals

Call to Commencement Exercises
A. Maria Toyoda
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences

National Anthem
Alexa LoDuca, BA ’21

President’s Remarks
Marisa J. Kelly
President

Introduction of the Commencement Speaker
Charles St. Amand, BSJ ’86
Practitioner in Residence, Communication, Journalism, & Media

Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
Commencement Address
Martin (Marty) Baron
Retired Executive Editor, The Washington Post

Class Greetings
Sophie Mailhot, BFA ’21

Conferring of Graduate Degrees
Conferring of Undergraduate Degrees

Alma Mater
The Ramifications

Closing Remarks
A. Maria Toyoda

Recessional
KEYNOTE SPEAKER & HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT: MARTIN (MARTY) BARON

Over the course of his 45-year career in journalism, Marty Baron has worked for and then led some of the nation’s top newspapers. During a period of tumultuous change for both the news industry and American democracy, he has emerged as a fierce champion of the free press and fearless investigative reporting.

As executive editor of The Washington Post from 2013 until his retirement in February 2021, Baron oversaw a dramatic expansion of the Post’s newsroom, its readership and its national and international impact at a time when then-President Donald Trump labeled the press “the enemy of the people.” The Post earned 10 Pulitzer Prizes while he was executive editor.

Bostonians know Baron from his 11-year tenure at The Boston Globe, which won six Pulitzers under his leadership, including the Public Service award for the Globe’s investigation into clergy sex abuse in the Catholic Church. His role in that investigation was portrayed in the Academy Award-winning movie Spotlight.

In 2019, Suffolk’s Ford Hall Forum presented Baron with its First Amendment Award for “his powerful and fearless defense of the First Amendment, and his relentless pursuit of the truth over his storied career.”

Born in Tampa, Florida, Baron graduated from Lehigh University. He went on to work as a reporter at The Miami Herald and as an editor at both The Los Angeles Times and The New York Times, before returning to the Herald as executive editor in 2000.
Candidates for

GRADUATE DEGREES
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN APPLIED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Kathryn Kozak
Dissertation: Critical Awareness as Key: Applying Sociopolitical Development to the 2020 Presidential Election

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

Megan Clapp
Dissertation: Mapping and Comparing Political Ideologies, Masculinity Ideologies, and Shame Ideologies

Shelley Lynn Kind
Dissertation: Loving Kindness Meditation for Anger: A pilot study

Denise Hilary Kyte
Dissertation: Dissociation: Factor Structure, Predictors, and Outcomes Among Treatment-Seeking Adolescents

John Lynndon McKenna
Dissertation: Sexual Consent Negotiation Among Sexual Minority Young Adults: An Exploratory Study with a Heterosexual Comparison Group

Regina Musicaro
Dissertation: Views of Posttraumatic Stress and Political Action

Alison Sagon

Olivia Helen Tousignant Kuhn
Dissertation: Cyclical Change in the Sleep-Emotion Relationship

MASTERS OF ARTS IN APPLIED POLITICS

Ronald J. Agostinelli II
Stephanie Bensadoun
Aine Cryts
Gina DeMatteo
Mikaela Linder

Isabel E. Ould-Sfiya
Emily Rizzo
Diana Romanovna Sargsyan
Michael Semenza
Myriah Young

MASTERS OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION

Adedapo Adegoke Adeyeye
PinYu Chen
Taylor Choquette
Emma Feeney
Maria Jose Jativa Andrade
Megan Johnston

Sunayana Prem Kanjwani
Supanut Klanruangsaeng
Yi-Chen Lee
Daming Li
Ling Li
Xiaoying Lin
MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION (continued)

Yuyin Liu
Jennifer O. Mohsen
Muthoni Kirimi Mwangi
Megan O’Gara
Soohyun Park
Daria Pechenina
Chinatta Rueangkaew
Supaporn Samanbut
Supakorn Songcharoen
Keira Krenek
Fan Xia
Liuliu Xiao
Tiancheng Zhao

MASTER OF ARTS IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

Adam Bookman
Yibo Huangfu
Richard Lionel James Keach
Rina Joy Onyeme
Lien Phan
Hannah Shapiro
Franklin Jessie Theresa
Huajian Xin

MASTER OF ARTS IN GLOBAL PUBLIC POLICY

Akpo Thompson Aragba-Akpore
Dadrian Bernard
Ryan Brinkey
Dieu Huong Do
Angela Huang
Maliha Khan
Kayo Kiriu
Surochinee Santiwisak
Humza Usman
Melissa S. Walsh
Evan Winslow

MASTER OF ARTS IN INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

Albena Baltadjieva
Margarethe Finney
Madeline Fuller
Kelly Davin Hart
Helena Kinane
Kelly Amber Gianetto Lane
Christopher Leshinger
Margaret Maloney

MASTER OF EDUCATION IN ADMINISTRATION OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Amanda Grace Barba
Cameron Brennan
Theresa Doherty
Cortney Kelly
Kathleen Maloney
Maria Perfetti
Isabella Russo
Denis Tobin
Meng Wang
Kevin Yeung

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Sarah Burnham
Samantha Jane Benavidez Walsh

Dual degree students are listed once under each degree title.
### Master of Science in Clinical Psychology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Megan Carreiro</th>
<th>Malvina Olga Pietrzykowski</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lauren E. Griffin</td>
<td>Regina Roberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie-Lori Joseph</td>
<td>Hannah Robins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linsey Rose Mathew</td>
<td>Jennifer Sofia Schild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia McCaughey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master of Science in Crime & Justice Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mykaela Bell</th>
<th>Anna Margaryan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sofia Rose Benlaatmania</td>
<td>Julia Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucia Ciccarello</td>
<td>Kathryn Mathieu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Clavijo</td>
<td>Leila Ndiaye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tayla Marie Crimmins</td>
<td>Teresa Ogle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryanna Crowley</td>
<td>Victoria Oliveira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha DiPlacido</td>
<td>Haley Santee-Gallegos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Emerson</td>
<td>Olivia Valdez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosa Espiritusanto</td>
<td>Claire Venables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Ryan Kinney</td>
<td>Lindsey Leyden Walsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Kramer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master of Science in Medical Dosimetry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bezawit Wagnew Ayalneh</th>
<th>Kathlina Teague</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Miller</td>
<td>Benjamin Saji Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasantee Reddicks</td>
<td>Alisa Ushats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Master of Science in Mental Health Counseling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jessie-Marie Allendorf</th>
<th>Lindsey Keith</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Anne Bartsch</td>
<td>Cassandra Kramer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Anne Chan</td>
<td>Hannah Marie Krueger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucia Ciccarello</td>
<td>Mikayla McClellan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali Lauren Coning</td>
<td>Jacob Mourtada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharine Cote</td>
<td>Kristen Olander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tayla Marie Crimmins</td>
<td>Daphney Claudette Pacouloute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghann Froio</td>
<td>Brienna Nicole Santaniello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Genduso</td>
<td>Casey Lynne Sheehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Dalia Gonzalez Balderas</td>
<td>Rayel Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace M. Griner</td>
<td>Sophia Eloise Stanford</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
Scott Campanella  Katherine Hetherton

CERTIFICATE OF DISABILITY SERVICES IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Lauren Lange
Candidates for
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
Inna A. Abalyan, CRTT
Elisabeth Abeyta, BS
Hani Abidi, BA
* Khadija Abu, BS
** Daniela Acebal, BS
* Laura Acero, BA
Ross Samuel Adelman, BS
** Ronald J. Agostinelli II, BS, MAAP
Sumit Radhesham Agrawal, BS
Manal Ahdiyad, BS
* Olukemi Akinleye, BS
* Agata Albiol Martin, BA
Monther Faisal Z. Alharbi, BS
Julianna Alicea, BA
Fehr Almehdar, BS
Barbara C. Almeida, BS
* Caroline Villalona Almonte, BS
Emma Altavesta, BA
Shahd Amro, BFA
*** Angelica Maria Andrade, BA
* Gabrielle Andreottola, BA
Deaires Andrews, BS
** Ryan Arel, BS
*** Anna Armstrong, BA
Madison Arrichiello, BS
Andre Arsenault, BA
Gizem Arslan, BS
Isabel Ash, BS
Mayu Asukai, BS
Cameron Thomas Au, CRTP
Daniyar Aubekerov, BS
Gabriella Augello, BS
*** Michael Charles Badaoui, BS
Sonia Bakas, BA
* Julia Baker, BA
Celia Balfour, BS
Razan Balobid, BS
Taylor Bamford, BS
William Baragwanath, BS
*** Dylan Barbagallo, BS
* Kayla Barbera, BS
David Barrientos, BS
** Emily Barry, BA
Dina Barua, BS
Diana Batista, BA
* Cheyevna Beckedorff Duarte, BA
*** Lindsay Renee Belair, BA
Georgia Bena, BS
* Reagan Bennett, BA
* Karlecia Berganza, BA
Jennifer Berger, CRTTP
*** Emily Bergeron, BS
Yigit Berkmen, BS
Samantha Berlus, BS
*** Emily Betancourt, BA
* Sajida Bhatti, BS
Halima Bilal, BA, CRTT
** Jaclyn Biller, BA
Salman Binmahfouz, BFA
** Sydney Elisabeth Black, BS
* Mya Blazejowski, BS
** Connor Blount, BS
Bianka Bogdan, BS
* Melanie Elizabeth Boisvert, BS
* Monica Bolduk, BS
Anastasia Bolkwadze, BA
* Brooke Bonar, BS
Jakelin Yasmin Bonilla, BS
Sarah Bourouis, BA
*** Benjamin Boyajian, BS
*** Noelle Giuffre Breen, BA
Emily Jade Briggs, BS
Katherine Eleanor Brisson, BA
* Timothy Broderick, BS
Austin Brown, BA
Brittany Brown, BA
** April Bruno, BS
Elene Bubuteishvili, BA
*** Skyla Buonopane, BS
* Sarah Alexis Burton, BA
*** Mitchell Bussiere, BA
* Chianna Calafiore, BA
* John Calos, BA
*** Lindsey Card, BS
Caio Joseph Passos Cassarino, BFA
Meagan Cassidy, BS
Heidis Castillo-Nova, BS
Jason Castro, BS
* Jenna Cea-Curry, BA
* Ashley Ceravone, BA
Nicole Chan, BA
Gary Chen, BA

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
* Haoran Chen, BS
* Shuojin Chen, BFA
** Sirui Chen, BS
* Weijun Chen, BFA
* Yongqiang Chen, BS
* Daniil Chernoch, BS
* Nicolas Kin Cheung, BS
* Dhwani Kamlesh Chheda, BFA
* Winnie Chiang, BA
*** Olivia Chilcott, BA
* Vincent Chin, BFA
* Sophie Jane Chingris, BA
* Suisdada Janee Chonmany, BS
* Alicia Chreim Tarazi, BA
* Andrew Carl Ciallella, BS
* Rafaela Coelho, BA
* Jenna Lynn Cohen, CRTRT
*** Nicolas Colantonio, BA
* Rhylee Rebecca Cole, BS
* Elizabeth B. Coletta, BFA
* Morgan Collins, BA
* Matthew Thomas Colpitts, BS
* Emma Conway, BA
** Taylor Cooper, BA
* Bianca Rosalia Cornejo Villacorta, BS
* Mikaeyla Costa, BS
* Caitlin Coughlin, BS
* Nikolai Courtney, BA
* Savanna Cox, BS
* Sadiya Lorraine Croshaw, BS
* Michael Anthony Crossan, BA
** Alexa Madison Crossen, BS
*** Bryanna Crowley, BS, MSCJS
* Andrew Culhane, BS
* Michael Curcio, BS
* Patrick Dahdah, BS
* Joey Dambrosio, BA
* Jasmeen DaRocha, BA
* Emmaleigh Dasilva, BA
* Abigail M. Day, BS
* Maria Deal, BS
* Olivia DeAngelis, BA
* Lara Deb, BS
* Berlie Dejean, BA
** Marianna Delegas, BS
** Gabrielle Delgado, BA
* Ashley Deolmos, BS
* Joseph Depina, BS
* Paul Bradley Desir, BS
* Julia DeVincentis, BFA
* Alex Diaz, BS
* Jennifer-Rose Dicecco, BS
*** Emily Dichele, BS
* Sierra Maeve Dickson, BS
* Paula Andrea Diez, BA
*** Briana Rose DiMartino, BA
* Yixuan Ding, BFA
* Ariana Nicole DiStefano, BS
* Colleen Doonan, BFA
* Shad-Lee Dorlean, BS
*** Andrea Doumit, BA
*** Adrianne Downey, BA
* Madison Duclos, BS
* Yaritza Dudley, BA
* Gabrielle Dulong, BS
*** Olivia Lynne Dulong, BS
* Harrison Wyatt Dunn, BS
* Samuel Durso, BA
* Kadijatu Chernor Dyfan, BS
* Melissa Easter, BS
* Elizabth Eckelkamp, BA
* Jillian Egan, BS
* Maya Eisenhaur, BS
* Talya Rose Ellis, BA
* Angelik Elswick, BS
* Catherine Emerson, BS, CRTT
* David Emerson, BS
* Rosa Espiritusanto, BS, MSCJS
* Aubrey Evans, BS
* Camille Evans, BS
* Jacquelyn S. Evans, BFA
* Hannah Jean Fabiano, BS
** Ashley Fahey, BS
* Leo Thomas Fahey Newman, CRTT
* Bobbi Fandel, BA
* Molly Farrell, BS
** Natalie Fay, BA
* Nicholas Feliciano, BA
* Lorne Fellows, BS
* Rachel Ferdinand, BS
* Kaylia Ferguson, BS
* Nicholas Fernandes, BS

Full degree names can be found on page 39.
Elisa Ferreira, BA
Alexander Ferreiras, BS
*** Maggie Finn, BA
Sean Finn, BA
* Benjamin MacGregor Flanders, BA
* Olivia Florek, BA
Kimberly Damaris Flores, BA
Danielle Foley, BS
* Allison Forbes, BS
Michael D. Forde, BS
James Kent Forsythe, BS
Anna Francesca Foti, BS
** Megan Fowler, BS
* Pilar Shawnee Fowler, BS
Alexandria Rose Frampton, BS
*** Paige Frasier, BS
** Carina Fresa, BA
Amilcar Isai Fuentes, BS
*** Maria Gacovino, BS
William A. Galarneau IV, BS
* Dylan E. Gale, BA
John Gallagher, BS
Elena Galland, BS
* Paul Galli, BS
Brian Gallo, BA
Seana Gardella, BS
* Regina Elizabeth Garufo, BS
Jacqui Paige Gawlowicz, BA
** Marissa Genduso, BS, MSMHC
Richard Giandrea, BA
** Annetta Kristina Giannetto, BS
Erlange Glezile, BA
* Molly Goddard, BA
* Leticia Adao Gomes, BS
* Maria Magaly Gonzalez, BS
Nathinsha Fuentes, BS
Grace R. Gorman Keller, BFA
* Rio Gosal, BS
Matthew John Graner, BA
** Ross Gray, BA
Samantha M. Greaves, BS
James Greene, BFA
Kevin Oliveira Elmi Gripp, BS
* Casey Grosjean, BS
William Grubb, BA
Cesar Dario Guerrero, Jr., BS
Peixuan Guo, BA
Raghav Gupta, BA
* Juan Miguel Gutierrez, BA
** Raquel Gutierrez Zambrano, BA
* Aliza Eve Hackling, BS
* Maya Haidar, BS
** Shane Joseph Halajko Jr., BA
* Rayan Hamza, BA
Luke Haney, BFA
** Paige Harding, BA
** Zora Michelle Harley, BS
** Michael Harty, BA, CRTT
Natalie Hayes, BS
* Shanshan He, BFA
** Sara Nicole Heitman, BS
* Bailey Herrera Samayoa, BA
Matthew Hickey, BS
Jordan Ashley Hipwell, BS
Keegan Hite, BA
** Emily Ho, BFA
Alyssa Hoelscher, BS
Bronwen Hollinger Stafford, BS
* Emma Nicole Houle, BS
Meng Hsiao, BA
Zhiyin Hu, BFA
** Jiamin Huang, BS
** Kendra Huber, BA
Alicia Hudak, BA
Louis Hunter-Lanza, BA
** Olivia Hurley, BA
* Samuel Hurley, BS
* Michaela M. Iacoviello, BS
Kjudi Ibrahimii, BS
* Nathaniel Illebode, BS
** Samantha Imber, BS
Anna Maria Iskra, CRTT
Megan Jackson, BA
Alexis Jacome, BS
Spencer Jallali, BS
** Imani James, BA
* Kathrine Jankowska, BS
* Ajja Jeannot, BA
Lisa Salua Jedeoun, BA
Pamela Jodhan, BS
Cooper Johnson, BS
Jessica Johnson, BS

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
*** Katherine Johnson, BA
* Taryn Johnson, BA
*** Hannah Jope, BA
Julie Kacavas, BS
*** Valentina Kaja, BS
* Karine Kanj, BS
** Lillian Faye Kaplan, BA
** Vivian Kaufman, BS
Kelly Marie Keane, BS
* Kerry Ann Keaney, BS
Alyssa Kem, BA
*** Tania Kemp, BA, CRTP
  Meghan Kerek, BS
  Tamara Khoudari, BS
** Cheonsu Kim, BS
  Tatiana Kittredge, BS
  Ilknur Koc, BA
  Christian J. Koch, CRTT
* Jillian Kohm, BA
* Yiannis Koutsogiannopoulos, BA
** Danail Koychev, BA
* Lyndsay Kramer, BFA
*** Janele L. Kulla, BS
  Beyzanur Kuruca, BA
  Yadira Alejandra Lagos, BFA
  Phi Lang, BA
** Stephanie Caroline Langlais, BS
  Addisyn Haleigh Lanza, BS
* Olivia Paige Lapolla, BA
  Gabriel LaRocque, BA
  Carolyn Q. Larrabee, BS
  Rachel LaSaracina, BS
** Madison Rose Laudermilk, BFA
  Giovanni Laurina, BS
  Katherine Lawlor, BS
  Julie Le, BS
** Phuong Hoang Nam Le, BS
  Uyen Le, BA
  Catherine Lee, BFA
* Colin Lemay, BS
  Micheline Lemay, BS
* Danny Lennon, BS
  Caroline Lewis, BS
  Xiaoyi Li, BS
  Jiyun Lim, BS
*** Mikaela Linder, BA, MAAP
  Amanda Lindqvist, BA
  Alexandre Louis Lobbenz, BA
  Alexa LoDuca, BA
  Nathaly Lopez-Marroquin, BS
  Sherley Losier, BA
  Kerbie Louicar, BA
  Patrick Lovelace, BA
  Nicole Lozano, BA
* Edward Donald Luchetti, BA
* Mykala Luk, BS
* Grace Luker, BA
  Samuel Luong, BFA
* Ngoc Luu, BS
  Daria Lysova, BA
  Zihan Ma, BS
*** Madison MacDonald, BS
*** Phuc Mach, BS
  Meagan MacNeil, BS
  Jennifer Magowan, BS
*** Sophie Kay Mailhot, BFA
  Alessandro Maione, BA
  Karine Makarian, BA
* Britton Mallard, BA
*** Dakhensey Marcellus, BA
* Anna Margaryan, BS, MSCJS
*** Olivia Marotta, BS
  Ashton Marshall, BA
*** Sydni Masiello, BA
*** Sarah Ann McAdam, BS
  Christian McClanran, BS
* Molly Rose McDonough, BS
  Mariella Rose McEachern, BS
  Ireland McGreavy, BFA
** Hayden McGuire, BA
* Hayley McIntyre, BS
  Thomas McKenzie, BS
  Lindsay M. McKenzie, BS
* Kutter McNeil, BS
* Charlotte Armstrong McNeilly, BFA
  Kelsey Mecha, BA
*** Emma J. Medford, BA
  Anthony Mejia, BS
  Tyler Joseph Mello, BS
  Perla B. Melo, BS
* Veronica Andrea Mendez, BA
* Hillary C. Mensah, BS, CRTP

Full degree names can be found on page 39.
• Marta Anggawati Merauje, BA
• Calee Merenda, BA
• Nicolina Ivanna Messore, BA
• Lorenzo Micali, BS
• Haley Elizabeth Michaels, BA
• Seta Migrichian, BS
• Jordan Elizabeth Mills, BS
• Anastasia Nash Moawde, BS
• Emma Louise Moller, BA
• Keegan Monahan, BS
• Vanessa C. Mondre, BS
• Christina Montezuma, BA
• Tashica Moodie, BS
• Catarine Siqueira, BFA
• Gabriel Isaiah Moran, BA
• Megan R. Morris, BA
• Andrew Moua, BA
• Marianne Mouawad, BS
• Brendan Mulson, BS
• Victoria Munoz, BS
• Grace Katherine Murphy, CRTT
• Tyler Murray, BGS
• Gulnara Musayeva, BS
• Elizabeth Nakhtigal, BA
• Kimberly A. Nashawaty, BS
• María Isabella Natale Castillo, BA
• Emma-Kate Nemes, BS
• Danielle Lena Newcomb, BS
• Anna Nguyen, BS
• Binh Nguyen, BS
• Thien Xuan Doan Nguyen, BS
• Thomas Phan Nguyen, CRTT
• Vi Nguyen, BS
• Vi Nguyen, BS
• MeiLing Nichols, BS
• Jasmine Nijjar, BS
• Claire Northway, BS
• Jaclyn Norton, BS
• Samantha Noto, BA
• Adrian Novoa, BS
• Evelyn Nuñez, BS
• Caleigh O’Brien, BS
• Madison O’Connor, BA
• Megan O’Gara, BS, MAC
• Ogheneochuko Otakovo, BS
• Meghan Oliver, BA, CRTTP
• Nicole Silva Oliveira, BA, CRTP
• Joseph Orduna, BS
• Gianna Ortiz, BA
• James Pagano ll, BS
• Kayleigh Papa, BFA
• Georgios Papachristos, BS
• Jamie Parker, BA
• Elizabeth Pasquale, BA, CRTT
• Adriana Patino, BS
• Ross Patten, BA
• Olivia Patricia Peak, BFA
• Luis E. Pequero Isalguez, BA
• Michael Perera, BS
• Nectali Gustavo Perez Benavidez, BS
• Hayley Perrin, BS
• Jamie Perry, BS
• Ally Caroline Peters, BA
• Jonathan Arthur Peters, BS
• Tamara Petrov, BA
• Constance Coletta Phelan, BA
• Taylor Phillips, BA
• Lukas W. Phipps, BA
• Kaitlyn Marie Piltzecker, BA
• Andrea Pino, BS
• Ryan Porter, BS
• Arianna Poznick, BS
• Alejandro Pradilla, BS
• Ricky Prezioso, BS
• Adriano Pucci, BS
• Saman Qazi, BS
• Celia Quinn, BS
• Zibad Rahman, CRTT, BSBA
• Sharon Rajadurai, BA
• Sabryna Rakim, BA
• Lucia Abigail Ramos, BS
• Mohammed Hashim Ramzanali, BS
• Daniela Isabel Rangel Rojas, BA
• Briana Reddish, BS
• Thomas Michael Reilly, BA
• Kendall Reiter, BS
• Roselandie Rene, BS
• Isabella Adeline Reppucci, BS
• Stephanie Lisa Rheame, BFA
• Austin Ricco, BS
• Carl Riemann, BS
• Yanique Rigaud, BS

*** Summa Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  * Cum Laude
*** Patrick Riordan, BA
*** Alexandria Rivard, BS
Natalie Robertson, BS
Chloe Wilson, BA
* John A. Rocca II, BS
Jake Paul Roche, BS
Allison Laura Rodrigues, CRTT
Bryan Rodriguez, BS
Krystina Rodriguez, BA
Cristian Rodriguez Salas, BS
Kenneth Roldan-Feliciano, BS

** Aaron Rondon, BS
Gianni Rosas, BS
* Eli Rose, BA
Ariella Marie Russell, BS
*** Brittany Elizabeth Russo, BA
** Dalton Ryan, BA
Grace Ryan, BS
Jack Ryan, BA
*** Diana C. Saab, BS
Pamela Saad, BS
Ilyas Sagatov, BS
*** Nicholas Robert Sammarco, BA
James Sampson, BS
Juliana Sanchez, BS
* Yirkelys G. Santana Che, BFA
Rita S. Saraiva, BA, CRTTP
Pamella Saunders, BA
Samuel Schechterle, BS
** Samantha Schnell, BS
Samantha Searles, BA
Alexandra Sergent, BA
* Isabella Serpe, BS
Rashida Sesay, BS
* Julia Sessa, BA
Lana Shaban, BS
Holly Elizabeth Shahzade, BA
*** Dara Shanahan, BS
** Alexia Sheridan, BA
Austin James Sheridan, BS
Allison Sherman, BS
Gabriella Shkolnikov, BA
* Calista Sicard, BS
** Rosmery Candelaria Sicilia, BS
Maria Antonia Silva, BS
Alyssa Silveira, BS
Sarah Silvia, CRTT
Alaina Kate Simmers, BA
* Lydia Sirois, BS
Katrina Sloan, BS
Gloria Smilovici, BGS
Shooka Smyth, BS
Paris Snowden, BS
*** Gabriela M. Soto Cotto, BA, CRTP
* Kathiana Aurora Frederic, BA
Megan Souza, BA, CRTTP
Amalia Stambler, BS
* John Standish, BS
* Sarah Stephenson, BA
Leah Stevenson, BS
** Mallory Strain, BA
Lorisa Suarez, BS
Karisma E. Sukhu, BA
Melta Sully, BA
* Allison Swomley, BA
* Mardochee Sylvestre, BA
Christopher Taggart, BS
** Christina Tawadros, BFA
* Andrea Taylor, BA
** John Tedesco, BA
Melia Teixeira Ingram, BFA
** Emily Temple, BS
Peter Teutsch, BA
** Katherine Thomson, BA
** Jessica Tisevich, BS
Oscar Torres, BS
* Meaghan Towle, BS
* Megan Tozzi, BFA
* Tyler Alfred Treadway, BS
* Truong Diem Quynh Anh, BA
Bassel Thaier Tuffaha, BS
*** Willard L. Umphrey, BS (posthumously)
* Siddhi Upadhyay, BS
Humza Usman, BS, MAGPP
*** James Usovicz, BA
*** Olivia Valdez, BA, MSCJS
Madison Vallee, BS
* Santina Vanasse, BFA
Mai Linh M. Vankirk, BS
Leah Vargas, BS
Christian Venditti, BA
*** Kevin Alexander Ventura Cruz, BA
Stephane Nija Viala, BS
* Katherine Vinson, BS
*** Sopheak Vong, BS
Thang Huu Vu, BS
Kira Walker, BS
Pengchao Wang, BS
Rui Wang, BS
Yi-Chun Wang, BS
Sarah Warrener, BA
* Emily Weinstein, BA
Annabelle White, BS
* Tessa White, BA
Margot Wilhelm, CRTP
*** Brooke Olivia Winter, BS
* Emily Witham, BFA
** Julia Wood, BA
Zizheng Wu, BS
* Qian Xue, BFA
Fengqi Yang, BS
* Xiangyue Yang, BS
* Yuchen Yang, BA
Yap Fang Yung, BS
** Shabnam Yazdanpanah, BS
Yelyzaveta Yeriniak, BS
Yiwei Yin, BS
Jason Young, BS
Diana Yussubaliyeva, BA
Monica Zaki, BFA
Cassandra Zammito, BA
* Olivia Zapustas, BA
Yufan Zhu, BA
** Ashley Zulla, BFA

BA Bachelor of Arts
BFA Bachelor of Fine Arts
BGS Bachelor of General Studies
BS Bachelor of Science
CRTP Certificate in Paralegal Studies
CRTT Certificate in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
CRTRT Post-Baccalaureate Certificate in Radiation Therapy
*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
Angelica Andrade
Emily Barry
Emily Betancourt
Jaclyn Biller
Sydney Elisabeth Black
Brooke Bonar
Benjamin Boyajian
Noelle Giuffre Breen
Brittany Brown
April Bruno
Skyla Buonopane
Mitchell Bussiere
Ashley Ceravone
Sirui Chen
Danielle Chernoch
Olivia Chilcott
Suidsada Janee Chonmany
Nicolas Colantonio
Gabriela Soto Cotto
Kevin Ventura Cruz
Emmaleigh Dasilva
Marianna Delegas
Emily Dichele
Briana Rose DiMartino
Colleen Doonan
Andrea Doumit
Adrienne Downey
Olivia Lynne Dulong
Harrison Wyatt Dunn
Camille Evans
Molly Farrell
Natalie Fay
Paige Frasier
Carina Fresa
Maria Gacovino
Brian Gallo
Annetta Kristina Giannetto
Leticia Adao Gomes
Ross Gray
Casey Grosjean
Bailey Herrera Samayoa
Shane Halajko
Emily Ho
Jiamin Huang
Samuel Hurley
Olivia Hurley
Samantha Imber
Katherine Johnson
Valentino Kaja
Karine Kanj
Lillian Faye Kaplan
Vivian Kaufman
Tania Kemp
Danail Koychev
Lyndsay Kramer
Stephanie Caroline Langlais
Olivia Paige Lapolla
Madison Laudermilk
Julie Le
Mikaela Linder
Phuc Mach
Madison MacDonald
Sophie Kay Mailhot
Dakhensey Marcellus
Olivia Marotta
Sydni Masiello
Molly McDonough
Hayden McGuire
Hayley McIntyre
Charlotte Armstrong McNeilly
Jordan Elizabeth Mills
Anastasia Nash Moawde
Vanessa C. Mondre
Marianne Mouawad
Kimberly A. Nashawaty
María Isabella Natale Castillo
Anna Nguyen
Thien Xuan Doan Nguyen
Jaclyn Norton
Evelyn Nuñez
Madison O’Connor
Meghan Olivar
Nicole Silva Oliveira
Adriana Patino
Michael Perera
Catherine Pergolis
Jamie Perry
Ally Caroline Peters
Tamara Petrov
Constance Coletta Phelan
Taylor Phillips
Patrick Riordan
Alexandria Rivard
Aaron Rondon
Brittany Elizabeth Russo
Diana C. Saab
Nicholas Robert Sammarco
Isabella Serpe
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rosmery Candelaria Sicilia</th>
<th>Jessica Tisevich</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Strain</td>
<td>Megan Tozzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viala Stephane</td>
<td>James Usovicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Temple</td>
<td>Shabnam Yazdanpanah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS

BERT J. SAMIA SCHOLARS
Lindsey Card
Sadiya Lorraine Croshaw
Kenneth Dini
Elisa Ferreira
Lisa Salua Jedeoun
Sandharaa Munasinghe
Michael Perera
Tamara Petrov

CHASE SCHOLAR
Emily “Jack” Pham

GENO A. BALLOTTI SCHOLARS
Kaileen Mae Bernasconi
Emily Betancourt
Jaclyn Biller
Colleen Doonan
Maggie Finn
Leticia Adao Gomes
Charles Guthrie Jr.
Samantha Imber
Gisela Marie Kaffaty Massu
Tania Kemp
Danail Koychev
Ngoc Luu
María Isabella Natale Castillo
Dieynaba Awa Ndiaye
Thien Xuan Doan Nguyen
Thomas Michael Reilly
Kendall Reiter
Rosmery Candelaria Sicilia
Siddhi Upadhyay
Henry Vincent
Elizabeth Michelle Wong
Shiyi Zhou

COMMUNITY SERVICE SCHOLAR
Benjamin MacGregor Flanders

COMMUTER AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS
Rahina Andre
Berlie Dejean
Despina Muratoglu

DIVERSITY PEER EDUCATORS
Alexander Ferreiras
Patrick Lovelace
Hiba Shamim
Xin Yi Yap

LEO CORCORAN SCHOLAR
Lindsay Renee Belair
NATHAN MILLER BOSTON SCHOLARS

Halima Bilal
Jakelin Yasmin Bonilla
Heidis Castillo-Nova
Kimberly Damaris Flores
Ashley Deolmos
Juan Miguel Gutierrez
Shilan Liang
Yingming Mai

Nicole Silva Oliveira
Adriana Patino
Bryan Rodriguez
Cristian Rodriguez Salas
Andy Shito
Andrea Taylor
Lixia Xu

NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS

Emily Ho
Ireland McGreavy

SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS

Tyler Dahm
Amanda Quinn Hare

TRUSTEE AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS

Nicolas Colantonio
Emma Conway
Madison Rose Laudermilk
Michael Lee
Alexa LoDuca

Lukas W. Phipps
Megan Tozzi
Akbot Yerseit
Elizabeth Zorzi
UNIVERSITY ADMINISTRATION

Marisa J. Kelly, BA, MA, PhD
President

Julie H. Sandell, AB, PhD
Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost

A. Maria Toyoda, BA, MA, PhD
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences

Amy Z. Zeng, BS, MS, PhD
Dean, Sawyer Business School

Andrew M. Perlman, BA, JD, LLM
Dean, Suffolk University Law School

Laura Sander, BA, MA, CTP
Senior Vice President, Finance and Administration, and Treasurer

John A. Nucci, BA, MPA ’79
Senior Vice President, External Affairs

Colm Renehan, BS, MSW, MSM, PhD
Senior Vice President, Advancement

Donna Grand Pré, BA, MBA
Vice President, Admission and Financial Aid

Greg Gatlin, BA, MS
Vice President, Communications

Joyya P. Smith, BA, MEd, EdD
Vice President, Diversity, Access & Inclusion

Michelle Quinlan, BS, MS
Vice President, Finance

Sebastián Royo, MA, MBA, PhD, ML
Vice President, International Affairs

Ann E. Coyne, BS ’82, MA, EdD
Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students

Jennifer Ricciardi, BA, MEd
Assistant Vice President and Director Student Financial Services

Mary Lally, BS, MS
University Registrar

Gary Fireman, BA, MA, PhD
Associate Provost

Michael Mullahy, BA, MBA
Assistant Vice Provost

Thomas Dorer, BA, MEd, JD
General Counsel

Boris Lazic, BA, MS
Chief Human Resources Officer

Thomas J. Lynch III, BS, SM, EE, PhD
Chief Information Officer

Roxana Morse, BS
Associate Vice President, Marketing and Branding

Shawn A. Newton, BS, MS
Associate Dean of Students

David J. DeAngelis, BS, MS
Assistant Dean of Students

Amanda L. McGrath, BS, MS, CAGS
Assistant Dean of Students
### Sawyer Business School Administration

- **Dean, Sawyer Business School**
  - Amy Z. Zeng, BS, MS, PhD
  - Michael Behnam, MBA, PhD
  - Catherine McCabe, BA, MA, PhD
  - Heather Hewitt, BSBA, MSM

- **Senior Associate Dean/Dean, Graduate Programs & Academic Affairs**
  - John F. Harrington, MBA ’84
  - Konstantinos Ligris, JD ’01
  - Lisa Celovský, BA, MA, PhD

- **Associate Dean/Dean, Undergraduate Programs**
  - Kim Larkin, BSJ ’87, MEd ’12
  - Tracey Riley, BA, MBA, PhD, CPA
  - Heather Hewitt, BSBA, MSM

- **Assistant Dean, Graduate Programs**
  - Melissa Gately, BA, MEd
  - Assistant Dean, Administrative Services
  - Sharon Lenzie, BA ’92, MS ’10
  - Assistant Dean

### College of Arts & Sciences Administration

- **Dean**
  - A. Maria Toyoda, BA, MA, PhD
  - Krisanne Bursik, BA, MA, PhD
  - Lisa Celovský, BA, MA, PhD

- **Senior Associate Dean, Academic Affairs**
  - Assistant Dean, Administrative Services
  - Assistant Dean

### Board of Trustees

- **Officers of the Board**
  - Robert C. Lamb, Jr.
    - Chair
  - Mark E. Sullivan, JD ’79
    - Vice Chair
  - Nancy J. Stack, MS ’09
    - Secretary

- **Trustees**
  - John L. Brooks III
  - Kent John Chabotar
  - Jeanette G. Clough, MHA ’96, HDBA ’11
  - Daniel F. Conley, JD ’83
  - Susan M. Connelly, MBA ’01
  - Joseph Delisi, BS ’04, JD ’10
  - Maria A. DiPietro, BSBA ’80, MBA ’82
  - John Fernandez
  - Paul J. Flannery, BSBA ’83, MBA ’90
  - Patricia J. Gannon, MPA ’97
  - Christine Garvey, JD ’72
  - Kenneth T. Gear, BS ’89, JD ’95
  - Ernst Guerrier, BS ’91, JD ’94
  - John F. Harrington, MBA ’84
  - J. Robert Johnson, BSBA ’63, MBA ’68
  - Patrick F. Jordan III, EMBA ’96
  - Konstantinos Ligris, JD ’01
  - Stacy Mills, BSBA ’87
  - Bevilton E.J. Morris, MBA ’95
  - The Honorable Amy L. Nechtem, JD ’85
  - Carol Sawyer Parks, HDCS ’82
  - Susan M. Rugnetta, BSBA ’81
  - E. Macey Russell, JD ’83
  - Larry E. Smith, BSBA ’65
  - L. J. Sullivan, BSBA ’84, MBA ’85
From its roots in an evening law class with a handful of students, Suffolk University has evolved into a global institution blending traditional and experiential learning with strong ties to partner organizations and mentors in Boston and beyond.

**Creating Opportunity**
From its earliest incarnation, Suffolk University has opened doors to students determined to better their lives through education.

Founder Gleason Archer hailed from rural Maine and worked hard to support his law school aspirations. He was fortunate in meeting a benefactor, George Frost, who paid for Archer’s education and asked only that Archer pass his generosity along to others. Archer took this advice to heart and in 1906 began teaching law in his home in the evenings.

**Commitment to Diversity**
Suffolk was a school at the forefront of embracing a diverse student population, with Black, Asian, Native American, and women students finding a home here since its earliest days. Celebrating diversity has always been at Suffolk’s core, making it the rich institution it is today.

The school now known as the College of Arts & Sciences was founded in 1934. Two years later the predecessor to the Sawyer Business School welcomed its first students. That same year all three schools were incorporated as Suffolk University. In time the University expanded from a night-school format to comprise a range of full- and part-time programs.

A tradition of public service was firmly established in Suffolk University’s earliest days. Many alumni have been elected to public office at the state, local, and national levels; some began their terms in office while studying at Suffolk. And Suffolk alumni work diligently on behalf of their fellow citizens in nonprofits, the judiciary, and policy-making positions at every level.
**SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY MISSION STATEMENT**

At Suffolk University we are driven by the power of education, inclusion, and engagement to change lives and positively impact communities. Committed to excellence, we provide students with experiential and transformational learning opportunities that begin in the center of Boston, reach across the globe, and lead to extraordinary outcomes for our graduates.

**THE UNIVERSITY TODAY**

Building on the promise of its founding, Suffolk University continues to anticipate and respond to the needs of a diverse student body. Through carefully designed curricula, mentoring, networking, and service learning, the University creates opportunities that help students meet their goals.

Students combine classroom studies with experiential learning opportunities and career-shaping internships at influential institutions, and they forge strong, essential connections with professional mentors. Suffolk students benefit from their close proximity to Boston’s top employers, including the key business, health care, biotechnology, and start-up industries that define the city. Partnerships with the Museum of African American History, Boston Public Schools, the judiciary, Habitat for Humanity, and many other entities engage faculty members and students in groundbreaking scholarship and community participation. Upon graduation, Suffolk students are well prepared for success.

**INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION**

The University’s reputation for excellence draws students from across the nation and around the world to its urban campus. Students come from a variety of economic and cultural backgrounds to contribute to and engage in a vibrant campus environment, with programming that enriches not only the academic, but also the social and personal experiences of all students.

In addition, they gain international experience as they study at the University’s Madrid campus and take advantage of additional study abroad programs, global travel seminars, and faculty-led study tours.

**STRONG ALUMNI NETWORK**

When they graduate, Suffolk students join a proud alumni community of more than 85,000 members who span the globe and are innovators and leaders in their fields. These Suffolk alumni are deeply invested in the success of today’s graduates.

For 115 years, Suffolk University has been transforming lives through its rich learning environment that positions students for professional and personal success. Those who best know the University realize that its success is driven by its dedicated community—the administrators, faculty and staff members, alumni, and students who create an exceptional academic environment.
ACADEMIC ATTIRE AND SYMBOLS

The academic attire worn during commencement originated at medieval universities. The long black gown, the basic garment of academic attire, was worn for warmth and to conceal food (and sometimes wine) to be consumed between lectures. The hood—the most colorful raiment—was used as a cowl, an alms sack, or to protect the wearer’s wig from the elements.

The color of the hood trimming signifies the wearer’s academic degree, and the hood lining reflects the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. Here are the colors you’ll see at today’s ceremonies:

- White—Bachelor of Arts
- Yellow—Bachelor or Master of Science
- Magenta—Bachelor of Science in Journalism
- Kelly Green—Healthcare Administration
- Drab Olive—Business Administration, Business Analytics, Accounting, Taxation, or Finance
- Peacock Blue—Public Administration
- Blue—Master of Education or Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Education
- Purple—Juris Doctor

Business students inducted into the Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society wear a royal blue satin honor stole outlined in gold with the Beta Gamma Sigma key logo. Public administration students inducted into the Pi Alpha Alpha National Honor Society for Public Affairs and Administration wear blue-and-gold cords.

Other colors and patterns of stoles represent Suffolk University’s veteran population and student leadership and cultural groups.

For each school ceremony, an alumni marshal leads the academic procession carrying a mace. The mace originally was a weapon; its ceremonial descendant confers an air of authority on those leading formal pageants. Student marshals also participate in the academic procession and carry smaller versions of the mace.

The Suffolk University seal features the University motto, Honestas et Diligentia, or Honesty and Diligence, and the founding year, 1906. The image comprises a standard and torch flanked by single stars, and Beacon Hill is pictured in the background.
A SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY ALMA MATER

Over the cobblestones of Boston,
And down the city’s lamp-lit streets,
Over the rivers, bays, and oceans,
We journey here, to learn and teach.

Gladly would we learn,
And gladly would we teach.

Guided by the beacon on our Hill,
And the Archer’s starry reach,
From every continent and every shore,
We journey here, to learn and teach.

Gladly do we learn,
And gladly do we teach.

As the road unfolds before us,
And in the hopeful words we speak,
We honor and remember when
We journeyed here, to learn and teach.

Gladly did we learn,
And gladly did we teach.

_c. Music by E. Aragón_  |  _c. Lyrics by F. Marchant and S. Rubin_

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOME

Congratulations on your academic achievements and your graduation from the University.

Welcome to the Suffolk University Alumni Association. You are joining a network of more than 85,000 Suffolk graduates who are making extraordinary contributions to the life of Boston, the Commonwealth, the nation, and the world. This is only the beginning of a lifelong relationship with your alma mater.

We invite you to stay connected and continue to show your Suffolk pride!

PLEASE NOTE THIS PROGRAM IS NOT AN OFFICIAL GRADUATION LIST. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy in this Commencement program, printing deadlines may result in the omission of some names and inclusion of names of persons not completing graduation requirements as intended. Academic honors listed in the program are based upon the earned grade point average at the end of the fall term. Final academic honors are calculated upon degree conferral. This printed program, therefore, should not be used to determine a student’s academic or degree status.